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About This Game

18 Floors is a VR experience combining room escape gameplay with puzzle elements. Players are transported to a mystic and
foreboding space, where they must complete interconnected puzzle to escape each sealed room.

The first episode of the game is comprised of two rooms, the Phantom Room and Sea Express stage.

With her home planet destroyed 1000 years ago, Andrea, Queen of Naoh Star has been living hidden amongst humans,
struggling to keep her race from eradication. When she learns of humanity’s plan of genocide for her people, Queen Andrea

decides to strike back at humanity by altering history itself. Players will follow Andrea as she travels to the secret time-bending
black hole “18 Floors,” discovering her true identity and uncovering a galactic conspiracy.

Game Features:
1.A suspenseful and thrilling VR puzzle experience
2.Mystifying puzzle designs with gameplay variety
3.VR Environments that feel as if they were real

4.A completely different but interlinked fantastic journeys
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18 wheeler floor mats. 18 floor bucharest. 18 inch floor squeegee. 18 floors only 2 levels. 18 floors vr review. 18 floors release
date. 18 gauge flooring cleats. dc+18+all+floors. 18 inch floor register. 18 floors vr release date. 18 floor building. 18 floors
oculus. 18 floor machine. 18 floors floor 2. 18 gauge floor nailer. 18 floor cruise ship. 18 gauge flooring nailer lowes. 18
woodsville floor plan. 18' floor joist. 18 wheeler flooring. 18 floors level 1 walkthrough. 18 floors vr floor 2. 18 inch floor tile
patterns. 18mm floorboards. 18 floor of 100 floors. 18 floor balcony. 18 floor mop sink. 18 floor coater. 18 floors level 1. 18
floors level 4. 18 yonge floor plans. 18 floor tom conversion kit. 18 watt floor lamp. 18 floors guide. 18 floors walkthrough.
floor 18 100 floors. 18 floor heating. 18 floors vr walkthrough. 18 floors ps4. 18 wide floor plans. 18 magnetic floor sweeper.
18 floor tom ebay. 18 floor hell. 18 floors steam. 18 inch floor trusses. 18 floor mirror. 18 floors review psvr. 18 yorkville floor
plans. 18 floors in meters. 18 floors calculator puzzle. 18 floors vr ps4. 18 gauge flooring stapler. floors 18 annex. 18 floor fan
220-240v (3939x). floor 18 on 100 doors. 18 floors vr analisis. 18 floors room 2. 18 floors save game. 18 floors komplettlösung.
18 floors psvr floor 3. 18 floor tom. 18 hardwood floor. 18 metal floor fan. 18 century floors. 18 floors vr hints. 18 inch floor
fan. 18 floors hints. 18 floor cushion. 18 oscillating floor fan. floor 18 of 100 floors game. floor 18 dying light. 18 floor fan. 18
floor sink. 18 floors underground. 18 floors walkthrough level 2

umm, no idea on how to even start the game correctly i think, let alone how to use controls :\/. Sound and visuals are good, the
story is great The gameplay, however, is special. With a semi-turn based puzzle combat system featuring rpg elements, this
makes a really good game. Minor bugs and the required knowledge of English and some eastern culture may keep a lot of
people from enjoying it, though. 6\/10. Hey eveyone!

Here is a video review of what I thought of this game!

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=uRjz9-9Q_xg&t=18s

I had a lot of fun and well done to the developers for making a game that took me down memory lane to a simpler time!.
Controllers don't work on OSX and Linux so am unable to play with friends. Developers have confirmed that they don't know
how to fix this issue.. Coming from Smash Bros. Melee, I have to say:
1. I love SSBM
2. I love RoA just as much, if not a little more
3. What makes RoA shine, is the fact that it maintains almost all of the iconic and game-shaping "mechanics" of SSBM, and
refines them. What I mean by that, is that the most important things in SSBM, like wavesdahes, techs, float cancels,
turnarounds, DI, are essentially glitches\/bugs that can be abused. The best example of this is the wavedash, which is not
necessarily a glitch, but rather an unintended mechanic of SSBM. As it is unintended, it is super inconsistent and completely
unrefined, making it unnecessarily difficult to consistently pull of perfect wave dashes. RoA maintains this (incredibly fun)
unintentional mechanic, and instead turns it into an ACTUAL game-mechanic. Because of this, it's much easier to consistently
do, never fails you because your input was pixel perfect, or just straight up messes with your head.

RoA is like taking all that makes competitive SSBM so inaccessible and changes it around into an accesible, beautifully
pixelated, awesomely composed and well-designed masterpiece. If you like SSBM, I don't see why you wouldn't love this game.
10\/10 I am in love with it tbh.. Roomscale Tower is true to its name, you really do need a huge empty room to play this game if
your using the stand still option. The game places you in a medevil times and the home spot makes you feel like your back in the
midevil era. A pesant greets you with music, a map that you can pick locations and missions to do. There is survival, climbing,
knife throwing, tower and a pig game. The grphics look nice and the sound is decent but like any early access game (EAG) there
are bound to be faults. There are too many issues with the EAG to name but with fixes and patches this game does have the high
potential to be a good game. Roomscale Tower (early access) gets a solid 4\/10 score. With the fixes and patches, the full game
could easily earn a 7 or 8 score. If you want to experiance the 7 or 8 score then wait for the full release game.. Tiny bit of story,
which is interresting, especially since food mechanic was added. Overall this is not much besides hard survival mode, but it is
enjoyable enough. You either hunt for food, clear waves of enemies or move stealthy. I like it as a part of the whole game, but if
you would buy each season\/DLC separately, than this isn't worth much on it's own. You wouldn't regret getting it if you liked
the game a lot though. If you were bored, than skip it.
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Add more events throughout the game that allows you many more choices that affect how you play your empire. Overall get it if
you like to role play or like to make choices based off a viewpoint.. I really enjoyed this game :D Fun and short. Also, the AI is
smart enough to play the game, but not to the point of cheating hard. There's also an easier setting if it's a little challenging for
you. Overall, a great game! Still looking for non-local multiplayer though :P. Summary:
A true hidden gem that really hits that turn based strategy\/rpg sweet spot. Gameplay that just gets better and deeper the further
you get. Decievingly simplistic in appearance, but offering a very good challenge and real thought and care in building an army.
This is an indie title that holds up the tradition of some giants in the console world such as Fire Emblem, Advance Wars, and
Final Fantasy Tactics.

Will Appeal To:
Anyone who enjoys meaty turn-based strategy along with RPG-like progression (similar to xcom or jagged-alliance-style
buildup of veteran units). If you like some challenge in your games, and a real chance to lose if you just charge in without
thought - this game is for you. If you enjoy gearing up your characters, picking who gets to wield that fancy new sword or staff
or suit of armor, to best compliment your characters sklls, this is for you. If you like to customize your chars stats on level-up,
this game is for you. It's even got some storyline to follow, and while it comes off as goofy at times, it's actually entertaining in
itself.

Why you should give it a try:
Honestly, it's shamefully underpublicized in my opinion. If you played the mobile games in the Kingturn series, this is by the
same developer. THAT SAID, this is NOT just a simple mobile port. EVERYTHING about the game has been improved - new
scenarios, much improved graphics and animations, tons of quality-of-life improvements, more items, etc. Really, this is so
much more than a re-tread - I LOVED the mobile Kingturn games, but I'm enjoying this desktop experience even more.

It's not expensive, and I've already sunk over 24hrs of playtime into it - plenty of campaign left to play! It is well worth the
money - give it a spin, and don't just play a single scenario or two - you'll notice your gameplay options and depth just increases
with each new challenge!. This is a silly unity made MS Paint but it has more than you could think:

-fullscreen mode has no exit button - alt+f4 is your friend
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=860353481&insideModal=0
-only THREE default pictures to colorise
-not the richest functionality

BUT
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=865166145
+You can paint whatever you want
+You can share your ugly pictures with your friends
+You can see your friends pictures in your steam feed from time to time
Isn't it priceless?
+This game is low cost and there are steam cards to cover part of the price.. I haven't played an RPG Maker game since people
were using RPG Maker '98... Personally, I like even amateur games like this, knowing that someone went through some effort to
write a story and use this medium to express their creativity. It isn't perfect, but it is fun. I splurged and bought the Deluxe
Edition, and appreciated the additional manga and pictures. In time, I think this developer will come out with something even
greater. Until then, I'm enjoying this.

Edit: In an attempt to make this review more helpful, I'm going to give details. I like that the game has multiple difficulty
settings. I started playing in the hardest mode and find it challenging, but not TOO hard. For flaws, yes, there are spelling and
grammar errors spread out. If you're looking for a deep story, it might not be here. (I'm playing this to the end and I'll update as
I find more depth.)
Having not played an RPG Maker game in a long time, I like this game's combat system. You have Mana and TP, giving more
variety to kinds of attacks you can use. I think the TP regenerates on its own as time goes by, but Mana has to be regenerated
with potions.
I like how your characters hit twice, though the enemies take damage as though it's one hit. Each character can use 2 weapons at
the same time, so you can attack with fire\/ice at the same time, or normal\/dark. Switching up weapons can make a character's
attack weaker or stronger, depending on the enemy.
There is a crafting system. Though items seem to drop on Rare occasions, and I don't know whether you can collect them in the
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world (oh, if I could just chop a tree for wood!), it adds a fun dimension to shopping. As I found out from my first experience,
you have to pay attention. A little red bar fills up, and you have to left-click as soon as it turns green to successfully craft an
item. If you fail, you gain some crafting XP, but the items are gone forever. SAVE before trying this.
Also, there are fun test puzzles throughout the game, the first few dealing with pushing\/pulling orbs around and getting to an
exit. The rewards tend to be small, but potions come in handy.
Like the days of Dragon Quest, a level-up is a long way off, and earning money is hard (at least in the most difficult setting. I
don't know if it changes on easier settings.), but I enjoy the grind and the effort that went into creating original characters.. Fun
little indie game with good AI.

. Nice for people who like small branch lines being about ten miles long it's perfect for practice on steam locos it's based of the
real thing and it gives you a lot of good assets in the editor like reeeaaaaaallllyyy nice track.. A great space 4x, yes it isn't Alpha
Centauri 2 but it does a fill a gap.. LOOOVE IT <3. Hello, To begin, I'd like you to ask yourself "why"
If the answer is yes, read on.
Pros
They have configurable controls
Realistic Gargoyle physics
Mutants and Vampires come with DLC!!!
Certainly a few Gargoyles
Costs less than a noose

Cons
The game
40% sure Alaska is not a barren desert wasteland, need confirmation though
No skellingtons (then again, would've spooked me into the moon!1!!)

Overall Rating 8.333\/12.65
Verdict: Play for yourself and find out!!!!!!!!!!!1!!!!1!!
P.S. please call suicide prevention hotline immediately after closing game
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